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real wood, 
resistance 
of stone

BARLINEK is constantly looking for the safest solutions 
for health and the environment. 

NEXT STEP HYBRID FLOORING is a collection where the wear 
layer is extracted from real wood and the core is made 
of a mineral composite. The final product are highly durable, 
long-lasting and WATERPROOF FLOORS.

Since the very start of our business, we have been 
committed to many eco-friendly initiatives, e.g. 
the tree planting programme.

As a leading supplier of fl oors, we are also aware of the 
importance of a sustainable manufacturing process for 
saving the natural forestry resources.

HYBRID FLOORING is another step in Barlinek’s growth that 
combines modern design, excellent product performance 
and environmental concerns.

we act 
green

We plant one tree for each package 
of Barlinek floorboards.

Saving the Peregrine Falcon.

The “Bartek” Oak Tree in our care.

100% wood

mineral core
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The DENSCORETM core makes BARLINEK 
HYBRID FLOORS very durable and water 
resistant. With their high heat transfer 
coefficient, the floors after gluing are ideal 
for underfloor heating and cooling systems.

ULTRA HARD
LACQUER 
topcoat highly 
resistant to abrasion

REAL WOOD 
deep grain 
structure

DENSCORETM 
waterproof 
mineral core

BACKPRESSURE 
LAYER

mineral 
core
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Matt topcoat

BEVELLING 
It consists of a gentle bevelling of the 
edges to visually distinguish individual 
boards and to give them the effect 
of a real wooden floor.

BRUSHING 
This is a modern method 
to highlight the beauty 
of natural wood – its grain 
and structure. The texture 
of the brushed floor can 
be felt when touched.

ULTRA-RESISTANT LACQUER
Ensures durability and resistance 
of the floor during intense use. 

x4

Micro-bevellingBrushed finish

Our new floors have all the benefits of wood flooring, 
providing additional resilience. 

Barlinek 
hybrid 
floorboards
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The surface of HYBRID FLOORS is completely resistant to the 
most common types of stains: red wine, olive oil or acetone.

The hardness of the entire ceramic coating is achieved with 
several layers of the topcoat with an admixture 
of CORUNDUM for protection against wear, even when 
frequently used. Thanks to this, BARLINEK HYBRID PLANKS can 
be used not only in residential rooms, but also in hotels and 
other public spaces, such as offices and conference rooms.

The structure of the ULTRA HARD topcoat also reduces the risk 
of slipping in bathrooms, kitchens and spa rooms.

Ultra hard 
topcoat

Safe flame
-retardant flooring 

Human- and 
environmentally
-friendly flooring

Safe anti-slip 
flooring

Low VOC 
and formaldehyde 

emission levels
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wooden 
wear layer

Bigar oak
1H1000009

The antique colour gives new opportunities for interior 
design. The colour depth and the warm tone harmonize 
perfectly with rich furnishings and the diversity of accents. 
The abundance of vegetation brings even more life 
to the whole room. 

  
CORE
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waterproofness*

Kukenaam oak
1H1000002

The floors are coloured in a trendy, grey tone, forming 
a perfect canvas for many different interior styles. The wood 
grain texture provides the space with a sense of elegance 
and refinement. It perfectly matches classic interiors, 
beautifully harmonising with fashionable floral patterns.

   
CORE  
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ultra-resistant 
topcoat

Kalambo oak
1H1000003

The airy feel about this grey floor makes the interior brighter 
for unlimited design opportunities. In an open space, 
this colour is perfect for a modern kitchen and a fashionable 
dining room. The whole enthuses modern elegance.
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stable design 

Ribbon oak
1H1000001

The white colouring makes the interior feel light and smooth. 
The wood grain provides a natural style in the room. 
A perfect canvas for designs with contrasting blacks or deep 
greys Organic accessories, glass or stone will work perfectly.

  
CORE  
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safety

Niagara oak
1H1000007

The dark honey shade of the floors is beauty and class. 
The interior is complemented by elegant furnishings 
and top quality details. Ideal space for an elegant dinner, 
but also the best playground for children.
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underfloor 
heating

Della oak
1H1000005

This flooring colour is reminiscent of raw timber. 
The fully natural character is complemented by tones 
of grey and the clashing bathroom fitments in black. 
The whole builds an air of superior comfort.

  
CORE  
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silent use

Lofoi oak
1H1000004

The creamy shade of the flooring makes the space feel 
incredibly cosy. The warm colour of the top layer breaks gently 
with the austerity of concrete and the cold tones of the finish. 
The ideal minimalist interior, harmonious and spacious. 

  
CORE
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safe for pets

Inga oak
1H1000008

A traditional brown flooring is a refined interior piece  
in the spirit of Art Deco. A large space, a monumental mirror,  
and sophisticated artwork are not to be skipped here.  
This unique interior style combines high aesthetics and beauty.
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clean and easy 
to install

Tugela oak
1H1000006

The warm tone of the flooring adds a unique, grand touch. 
Brings charm with its colour and adds glamour to retro 
or vintage-themed interiors. An open space is the perfect 
alternative for those who love freedom and vivid colours. 
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30 years 
warranty

Mackay oak
1H1000010

The walnut tone of the flooring with the decorative  
texture and natural grain builds warm spaces. A variety  
of materials and textures are used here. Ethnic accessories 
will enhance and complement the design. Its eclectic style 
allows you to freely combine many conventions.

WARRANTY

YEARS
30

  
CORE  
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WOODEN WEAR LAYER
The top layer of the floors is a natural oak veneer.  
Our new products have all the benefits of wood 
flooring, providing additional resilience. 

WATER RESISTANCE*
Hybrid flooring ensures resistance to flooding and 
water splashes. It makes a perfect choice for kitchens, 
hallways and even bathrooms, and makes it possible 
to have identical floors throughout your home.

ULTRA-RESISTANT LACQUER
The top layer of wood is coated with a highly 
abrasion-resistant Ultra Hard topcoat. The coating 
consists of several layers of lacquer reinforced  
with alumina (aluminum oxide) for extra strength.

STABLE STRUCTURE
Even if installed on very large areas, the flooring 
requires no door threshold or intermediate expansion 
joints. Now you can use the same flooring in rooms  
of different use, forming smooth transitions between 
the kitchen and the living room or between the 
hallway and the bathroom. 

advantages 
of Barlinek 
hybrid floors

SAFETY
The floors are A+ certified, as a proof of very low 
emissions of VOC (volatile organic compounds).  
The core of the DENSCORETM board is a mineral  
blend that does not contain any harmful  
phthalates or heavy metals. 

UNDERFLOOR HEATING 
After gluing, hybrid flooring is perfect for installing 
over underfloor heating and cooling systems.

SILENT USE
Combined with EXTREME 1.5 soundproof underlay 
Barlinek hybrid floorboards ensure excellent sound 
absorbing properties. 

SAFE FOR PETS 
Ultra Hard lacquer and DENSCORE™ core provide 
increased resistance to abrasion and scratches.  
It is also a guarantee of easy maintenance  
of an apartment or a house.

CLEAN AND EASY TO INSTALL  
Laying a floating flooring system does not require 
special tools and can be completed without 
unnecessary dust!

30 YEAR WARRANTY
Next Step hybrid floors are designed to last for many 
years and look beautiful, especially when using 
Barlinek maintenance products.

*Waterproof flooring means that the product is not susceptible to temporary exposure  
to water. See the detailed specifications in the Installation Instructions, the Warranty 
Certificate, and the Next Step Flooring Requirements for Use.
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oak veneer: 1 mm
stone polymer composite core: 6 mm
floor thickness:  7 mm
width:  190 mm
length:  400-1200 mm 

Wood is a natural material, distinguished by the lack of repetitive patterns. 
The individual photographs of the floorboards in this catalogue may not accurately 

represent the true appearance of the products. The actual product colour ordered may 
vary from the colour samplers available at the point of sale.

Bigar oak 
1H1000009

Baseboard height 60 mm 
Bigar Oak P6P01472A

Kalambo oak
1H1000003 

Baseboard height 60 mm
Kalambo Oak P6P01492A

Mackay oak
1H1000010

Baseboard height 60 mm
Mackay Oak P6P01482A

Ribbon oak
1H1000001

Baseboard height 60 mm 
Gentle Oak P6P01312A

Lofoi oak 
1H1000004 

Baseboard height 60 mm
Harmony Oak P6P01342A

Inga oak
1H1000008

Baseboard height 60 mm
Terra Oak P6P01212A

Kukenaam oak
1H1000002

Baseboard height 60 mm
Touch Oak P6P01242A

Niagara oak
1H1000007

Baseboard height 60 mm 
Still Oak P6P01422A

Tugela oak 
1H1000006

Baseboard height 60 mm
Lacquered Oak P6P01011A

Della oak
1H1000005

Baseboard height 60 mm 
Harmony Oak P6P01342A

the natural 
complement to 
hybrid floors

Barlinek baseboards are the finishing showpiece 
of the hybrid floor. 100% wood, lacquered  
and colour matched to the HYBRID FLOORS.

EXTREME 1.5

underlay

• protects floor joints 
• absorbs noise 
• is perfect for underfloor heating systems
• environmentally friendly

parameters of BARLINEK HYBRID FLOORBOARD 

>500
kPa

CS
kg
!



Since the very start of our business, we have been 
committed to many eco-friendly initiatives, e.g. 
the tree planting programme.

As a leading supplier of fl oors, we are also aware of the 
importance of a sustainable manufacturing process for 
saving the natural forestry resources.

HYBRID FLOORING is another step in Barlinek’s growth that 
combines modern design, excellent product performance 
and environmental concerns.

we act 
green

We plant one tree for each package 
of Barlinek floorboards.

Saving the Peregrine Falcon.

The “Bartek” Oak Tree in our care.

100% wood

mineral core
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